Plants are the tallest organisms on Earth; a feature sustained by solute-transporting 43 xylem vessels in the plant vasculature. The xylem vessels are supported by strong 44 cell walls that are assembled in intricate patterns. Cortical microtubules direct wall 45 deposition and need to rapidly re-organize during xylem cell development. We 46 established long-term live-cell imaging of single Arabidopsis cells undergoing proto-47 xylem trans-differentiation, resulting in spiral wall patterns, to investigate the 48 microtubule re-organization. The initial disperse microtubule array rapidly readjusted 49 into well-defined microtubule bands, which required local de-stabilization of individual 50 microtubules in band-interspersing gap regions. Using extensive microtubule 51 simulations, we could recapitulate the process in silico and found that local 52 recruitment of microtubule-bound nucleation is critical for pattern formation, which we 53 confirmed in vivo. Our simulations further indicated that the initial microtubule 54 alignment impact microtubule band patterning. We confirmed this prediction using 55 katanin mutants, which have microtubule organization defects, and uncovered active 56 KATANIN recruitment to the forming microtubule bands. Our combination of 57 quantitative microscopy and modelling outlines a framework towards a 58 comprehensive understanding of microtubule re-organization during wall pattern 59 formation. 60 61 62
INTRODUCTION
higher rates and variations were found in gaps with average r cat and r res of 216 0.258 ± 0.282 and 0.120 ± 0.138 events per microtubule-end per minute, respectively 217 (p band < 0.002 and p gap < 0.011; Welch's unpaired t-test). While we thus observed 218 significant changes in microtubule density and catastrophe/rescue rates in bands 219 versus gaps across the four time series, we also observed variations in microtubule 220 re-organization speed and dynamics between the individual cells (Supplementary 221 Fig. S5-8 ). Taken together, these results indicate that microtubules display more 222 vigorous dynamics in the gaps as compared to bands.
224
A conceptual framework to simulate microtubule band formation 225 To gain insight into how microtubule dynamics contribute to band formation, we 226 proceeded to establish a framework that could simulate these patterns. To do this, and an assumed isotropic nucleation rate, we found that G, L 0 , and τ were 234 approximately equal between our defined band and gap regions before induction, as 235 expected for a diffuse microtubule array ( Supplementary Fig. S5 -S8 and S10). 236 However, differences became evident upon microtubule band formation. We 237 estimated τ to be 29.4 ± 16.9 minutes in bands (τ band ; means ± s.d., n = 35 time 238 points), whereas in the gap τ was significantly shorter: 11.0 ± 5.3 minutes 239 (p < 0.0001, Supplementary Fig. S10 ). We used these values to calculate ratios 240 between gaps and bands, G gap /G band and τ band /τ gap , to compare the course of the re-241 organization process in different cells. We found that each cell displayed a phase of 242 peaking ratios but that these peaks occurred at different time points (Supplementary 
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For our simulations, we used 60 µm long and 15 µm wide cylindrical cells 265 ( Fig. 2a ). Along the long axis, we subdivided the cell into 5 µm wide gaps, consistent 266 with our PSD measurements (Fig. 1c ), and 1 µm wide bands, to which we applied 267 different parameters based on the experimentally observed microtubule dynamic 268 instability parameters in the respective regions ( Supplementary Table 1 Fig. S10 ). We therefore decided to use a simplified approach in which we attempted 274 to generally describe the band formation process and determine key properties that 275 lead to robust separation. We thus created a "caricature" dataset, which we based on 276 the average values obtained from our experiments ( Supplementary Table 5 ). We 277 then attempted to simulate the band formation by implementing two temporal phases: Supplementary Fig. S5 -S8 and S10), these fluctuations lacked a clear bias and therefore we kept these values constant at a level representative of "early", i.e. prior 285 to band separation, microtubule arrays in the simulations. From this baseline, we 286 increased the catastrophe rate r cat in the gaps by an integer factor. The resulting 287 differences in G-values were similar to the large differences observed in our 288 experimental data. As a key measure, we monitored the 'degree of separation' over 289 time, which is the ratio of microtubule densities in bands versus gaps. However, we 290 were only able to obtain a very low degree of separation using these parameters 291 ( Fig. 2b,e ).
292
As indicated above, G integrates microtubule dynamic instability parameters 293 and nucleation rates. In our initial simulations, we assumed isotropic nucleation (i.e., 294 from random points in the array with random orientations). Alterations in the rate of 295 nucleation, e.g. increased with a factor of three, did not markedly change the degree 296 of separation ( Fig. 2f ). As microtubule nucleation occurs from existing microtubules in Fig. S10 ). This unrealistic behavior indicated that in planta, the competition for 312 nucleation complexes is local. To exclude global competition in our simulations, we 313 continued with either short cells comprising only one band and then re-constituted 314 the full-length cells from sets of ten single-banded cells ( Fig. 2c, Supplementary   315 Information), or we artificially re-distributed the nucleation sites randomly retaining 316 their distance to the center of the nearest band ( Fig. 2i ). Both cases showed similar 317 behavior corroborating the validity of the approach (Figs. 2b,d,i). These results 318 suggest that band formation is restricted to a regime where the nucleation of microtubules preferentially occurs from the emerging bands and that nucleation 320 complexes are locally recruited to the bands. In addition, the model allowed us to 321 explore effects of modifying the G and τ parameters (see Supporting Information and 322 Supplementary Fig. S12 and S13). We measured the density of GCP3 foci and found that induced cells had 333 significantly higher foci density in bands as compared to gaps (Fig. 3d ), and 334 compared to the even distribution observed at the cortex of non-induced cells 335 (Figs. 3e,f). We did not find any statistical differences in the GCP3 density between 336 neighboring bands (Fig. 3f ). The GCP3 intensity gradient along the long axis of 337 induced and non-induced cells was, furthermore, not significantly different from zero 338 ( Fig. 3g ). These data are thus in good agreement with our simulation results. 339 We next investigated whether the GCP3s promote microtubule nucleation 340 during trans-differentiation. We focused on microtubules at the edge of bands, as 341 nucleation events here were readily observable as compared to microtubules located 342 in the center of bands, and compared those with microtubule nucleation in non-343 induced cells. We found that new microtubules were branched from parent 344 microtubules at angles of approx. 40 degrees in both induced and non-induced cells 345 ( Fig. 3h) . Similarly, microtubule nucleation typically occurred from GCP3 foci that had 346 dwelled on microtubules for on average 60 seconds (Fig. 3i ). In non-induced cells, polymerization as compared to that in non-induced cells (Fig. 3h ). Closer inspection revealed that the linear GCP3 movements were due to anti-parallel encounters of 355 polymerizing, newly nucleated microtubules, followed by microtubule-microtubule The alignment and separation speed of microtubule bands are impaired in the 365 ktn1-2 mutant 366 We next set out to investigate how defects in microtubule dynamics and organization 367 influenced proto-xylem band separation. We therefore focused on the microtubule marker line in the VND7 background. We found that in non-induced cells, KTN1-GFP 379 co-localized dynamically with the microtubules (Fig. 4b) . In induced cells, we found 380 that KTN1-GFP strongly labelled the forming microtubule bands during the mid-stage 381 of proto-xylem formation (Figs. 4c,d) . These data confirm that KTN is associated with 382 microtubules during proto-xylem formation and may be active during this process.
383
To obtain insight into how KTN affects proto-xylem microtubule band 384 formation, we crossed a ktn1-2 knockout mutant into our mCHERRY-TUA5 marker 385 line in the VND7 background (Nakamura et al. 2010; Lindeboom et al. 2013) . In 386 agreement with previous work, we found that microtubules were more isotropically 387 organized in the ktn1-2 mutant ( Fig. 4e and Supplementary Fig. S14 ). Nevertheless, 388 ktn1-2 mutants were clearly able to undergo microtubule separation upon VND7 induction (Figs. 4f,g) . However, the resulting bands displayed defects in alignment extended to further predict microtubule-related functions to spatio-temporally control 530 microtubule band separation, and could also allow for similar assessments during 531 other types of wall patterning. 
